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Ahmedabad, Your thought-
provoking editorial "The Rise
in Begging Menace" reveals
the fact that begging in India
has become a big racket in the
country. It is estimated that
half a million people in India
are beggars. Though begging
has been legally banned, it's
thriving in many parts of the
city. Organised begging thrives
on the compassion of people
who loosen their purse strings
to help the aged and those in
distress. City residents should
abstain from offering alms to
streetside beggars.

The beggars are trained to

become very persistent while
begging that you are bound to
give them money. This is
especially true for foreigners
when they do not know how
to react in such situations and
ultimately give money to the
beggars. Some of the young
beggars also become anti-
social elements of the country.
They get into drugs. To buy
drugs, they start with begging
first, then slowly graduate to
pick pocketing and then move
on to bigger scams like
robbing and killing.

It is very difficult to find out
who is a real beggar and who
is not because looks are very
deceptive. Even the children
with their dirty faces with
pleading looks are properly
trained to beg and look real.
Sometimes our heart melts
when we see a young woman
holding her tiny baby, begging
on the streets. In most cases,
the baby is found sleeping.
This is a scam. Many sting
operations have revealed that
babies are rented to give
credibil ity to begging.
Sometimes, babies are

drugged for the entire day so
that they look sick and they can
be easily carried from one
area to another by the young
women beggars.

Hostility against beggars
derives from the conviction
that there are dangerous
beggar mafias and gangs,
which abduct children, cut off
their limbs and blind them,
and then use them for
begging.And if begging mafias
do indeed exist in any city, it
does not require any special
law. Section 363A of the
Indian Penal Code, for
instance, specifically deals
with the kidnapping and
maiming of children for
begging.

Begging has grown at a
significant rate in India. It is
estimated that half a million
people in India are beggars.
The government, varied
organizations, activists claim
that many measures have
been taken to abolish begging
and it has been successful to
a certain extent. But the trend
of begging still continues. We
are also to be blamed. We as

Indians are very orthodox,
God-fearing and have a
religious frame of mind. This
compels us to do charity. And
one easy way is to visit a
nearby temple and give alms
to the beggars there.

But as the citizens of this
country, it is our moral
responsibility to stop this
menace and the best way is
to stop giving alms. It might
seem that we are very
heartless in not giving money
to a little child begging on the
street, but this is one step
that we can take to prevent
begging. If more and more
people come out and take a
pledge that they are not
going to give a single penny
to any beggar, irrespective of
their need, I am sure,
beggary wi l l  then be
completely uprooted from
our country. Meanwhile, let
the government continue with
its poverty al leviat ion
schemes and make India a
better place to live in. (B-15
Jyoti-Kalash Society,
Jodhpur Tekra, Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380 015)

Poonam Pandey is
evicted from 'Lock Upp'

Ahmedabad, While
Kangana Ranaut's fearless
reality show 'Lock Upp' is
heading towards its finale, the
game gets more intense. While
some contestants have
successfully added their names
to the finale list, some had to
leave the game after such a
long journey, and the new Kaidi
who was evicted from the
show is Poonam Pandey. 'Lock
Upp' is one of the most highly
viewed shows on OTT since its

launch. The show has
garnered immense limelight for
its new format and the twists
that keep on bringing surprises
for the audience and the Kaidis.
While the name of the final
contestants has started to
come out, the game is still
running up high on its
eliminations, and this time,
Poonam Pandey is the
contestant who was eliminated
from 'Lock Upp'. Taking a step
back on Poonam's journey, she
was seen revealing her secret
about facing abuse from her
ex-husband. Also, she had an
emotional moment when her
mom once entered the show
and did a Nazar ritual. While
she was always seen showing
her utmost commitment in the
game, she was one of the
contestants who was very
close to the finale, and her
elimination just came as a big
surprise for everyone. (19-8)
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Notice

CIN: L17110GJ1994PLC021391
Registered Office: 501, Fortune Business Hub, Near Satyamev

Elysium, Near Science City, Sola, Ahmedabad 380060
Phone(M) : 9099052582

Email: ashishpolyplast@gmail.com
Website: www.ashishpolyplast.com

Notice is hereby given pursuant to Regulation 47(1)(a)that in terms of
Regulation 29(1)(a) read with Regulation 33(3)(d)of the SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, that a Meeting
of Board of Directors of the Company is scheduled to be held on Tuesday,
the May 10, 2022 at its Registered Office, inter-alia to consider and approve
the Audited Financial Results for the quarter and year ended on March 31,
2022.

The Trading windows on the exchange will remain closed for the Director,
Key managerial Persons and their Relatives, Promoters and their Relatives till
48 hours after the announcement of financial results to stock exchange.
Notice is also available on website of the Company at www.ashishpolyplast.com
and also at the Stock Exchange Website at www.bseindia.com.

Sony YAY! announces fresh
content and fun experiences

Ahmedabad, With the
onset of summers'2022, Sony
YAY! launches its three-
pronged approach of
"Entertain - Experience -
Explore" to make Sony YAY!
the most preferred destination
for kids. With its robust
summer lineup, the channel
aims to become the
destination of unlimited
"Entertainment". The channel
also plans to drive
engagement with its young
fans by extending the YAY!
"Experience" beyond
television, reaching out to kids
wherever they are. The
channel will also "Explore"
actionable initiatives drawn
from key kids' insights that are
derived from its listening
mechanism.

With an aim to bring
entertainment to the forefront

of its summer offering, Sony
YAY! brings to its young fans
brand new episodes of the
iconic shows - Oggy and the
Cockroaches and Obachhama
- Kun. These shows that have
played a key role in bringing
channel to the leadership
position will take kids on an
exciting journey of rib-tickling
comedy filled with chase and
adventure. Moreover, the
channel doubles the dose of
entertainment with two first
ever movies from the show -
Taarak Mehta
KaChhotaChashmah, added
with new episodes of the
popular show.Come June,
Sony YAY! amps up fun,
adventureand friendship, with
another brand new show
Ha.Go.La  starring adventures
of 3 friends Hathgola, Goli and
Latha. (19-10)

Indian-origin Direct Selling
Company Vestige Ranked #38

Ahmedabad, Vestige,
India's leading home-grown
direct selling company has
ranked 38 in the esteemed
DSN Global 100, 2022 list.
This, once again, makes the
brand, the top Indian-origin
direct selling company to
feature in the list.

Despite the testing times
and challenges faced during
the pandemic, Vestige
continues to be a part of the
DSN's Top 100 list for the sixth
time in a row, and the only
Indian-origin direct selling
company. Announced in a
virtual ceremony on 20th April
2022, the event saw the
participation from top direct

selling companies across the
world. The DSN Global 100 list
offers a unique perspective on
the global impact of the direct
sell ing industry in the
economic and social realms.
It provides a range of
opportunities for mutual
learning, not only for industry
members but also for
researchers, investors and -
most importantly - those
seeking opportunities within
the industry. Recognition of the
companies in the DSN Global
100 list is the culmination of
months of research and the
cooperation of many
individuals throughout the
world. (1-7)

Anant National University Students
organizes 'Sapno Ka Manch'

Ahmedabad, The students
of Anant National University
(AnantU), India's first design
universityare conducting a
unique, interactive event
called 'Sapno Ka Manch' for
the children of the Signal
Schools, a programme by
Government of Gujarat,
Gujarat State Legal Service
Authority, Ahmedabad
Municipal corporation and
Municipal School Board that
makes street kids ready for
formal education after which
they get transferred to nearby

municipal schools. 'Green
Signal', the initiative taken up
by the students of AnantU, is
one where Signal School kids
are encouraged to dream and
visualize these dreams into
reality using different kinds of
plays like puppet shows as
medium. The projectis
planned over a period of six
days in two batches (three
days each) with 40 kids and
four teachers each, at the end
of which these kids will put
up a table top puppet show
for an audience. The
audience will comprise of
Anant National
Universitystudents, faculties,
signal school children, signal
school teachers, Signal
School supervisors, Govt.
School children, and general
public.  (19-10)

Style yourself with these trending
collections from Amazon

Ahmedabad, With the
temperature rising, it's the
r ight  t ime to do some
upgrades to your wardrobe
and flaunt your summer
style with"AmazonSummer
Sale"starting from 4th May
onwards.  The Summer
storeunveils some of the
best deals and offers for
customers across a wide
se lect ion inc lud ing
categories l ike apparel,

watches,  fash ion and
precious jewellery, makeup,
skincare, shoes, luggage,
watches and more from top
fashion and beauty brands.

You can shop and avail
offers of upto 80% for all the
trendiest collection across
top brands like Allen Solly,
Vero Moda, UCB, Max, Levis,
Van Heusen, USPA, Peter
England, adidas, Crocs,
Bata, Maybell ine, Kama
Ayurveda, Forest Essentials,
Lakme, WOW, L'OrealParis &
professional, Zaveri pearls,
Giva, American Tourister,
Safar i ,  Ye l low Chimes,
Skybag, Fast Track and
many more.  Let  your
personality reflect your
mood this summer with
Amazon Fashion Summer
Sale.  Hereare
recommendations for every
summer personality type to
help you achieve your
desired look.(19-10)

Samsung Launches High-Performance Premium
Jet™ Cordless Stick Vacuum Cleaners in India

Ahmedabad, Samsung,
India's largest and most trusted
consumer electronics brand, has
launched its premium,highly
powerful and
intuitiveSamsungJet™ cordless
stick vacuum cleanerline-up,
delivering the ultimate end-to-
end hygienic home cleaning
solution to consumers in India.
The line-up of vacuum cleaners
will be available on
Samsung'sofficial online
store,Samsung Shop starting
May 04, 2022and soon
onFlipkart. The launch marks
Samsung's foray in the vacuum

cleaner segment in India with a
range that can generate up to
200W of industry-leading
suction power. Lightweight and
ergonomically designed, the
premium range of vacuum
cleanerspromises to be the one-
stop solution for consumers for
a powerful and effortless
cleaning experience. The range
comes with a Jet Cyclone
systemthat features nine
cyclones with 27 air inlets to
securely trap fine dust particles
that are sucked into the vacuum
cleaner without compromising
on suction power.(19-10)

EXTRACT OF AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND
YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH, 2022
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QUARTER 

ENDED 
YEAR ENDED

 QUARTER 

ENDED  
YEAR ENDED

31.03.2022 31.03.2022 31.03.2021 31.03.2021

Audited Audited Audited Audited

1 Total Income from Operations 24.18 91.96 23.92 83.79

2 Profit/ (Loss) for the period (before Tax, Exceptional 

and/ or Extraordinary items)
0.62 3.02 0.61 2.86

3 Profit/ (Loss) for the period before Tax                     

(after Exceptional and/ or Extraordinary items)
0.62 3.02 0.61 2.86

4 Net Profit/(Loss) for the period after Tax           (after 

Exceptional and/ or Extraordinary items)
0.42 2.22 0.48 2.15

5 Total Comprehensive Income for the period [Comprising 

Profit/ (Loss) for the period (after tax) and Other 

Comprehensive Income (after tax)]

0.42 2.22 0.48 2.15

6 Equity Share Capital 19.13 19.13 19.13 19.13

7 Reserves (excluding Revaluation Reserve as shown in 

the Balance sheet of previous year)
- 16.06 - 14.31

Earning Per Share (of Rs. 10/- each) (for continuing and 

discountinued operations)

Basic : 0.22 1.16 0.25 1.13

Diluted : 0.22 1.16 0.25 1.13

SR. NO. PARTICULARS

8

Note
1 The statement of audited financial results (' The Statement") of Sacheta Metals Limited(“the Company”) for the quarter and

year ended March 31, 2022 has been reviewed by the Audit Committee and approved by the Board of Directors (" The
Board") of the Company at their respective meetings held on 04-May-2022. The Statement has been audited by the
Statutory Auditor of the Company. The report of the statutory auditor is unqualified.

2 The figures of the last quarter are balancing figure between audited figures in respect of the full financial year and published
year to date figures upto third quarter of the current financial year.

3 The Statement has been prepared in accordance with Indian Accounting Standards ('Ind AS') prescribed under section 133
of the Companies Act,2013 and in terms of Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015 (SEBI Regulations).

4  The Company operates in one segment i.e. manufacturing of alluminium products. Hence, no separate segment disclosures
as per "Ind AS 108 : Operating Segments" have been presented as such information is available in the statement.

5  Figures of the previous period/quarter have been regrouped wherever necessary.
6 The Board has proposed  dividend of Rs 0.25 per share (2.5%) of face value of Rs 10 each aggregating to Rs. 47.82 Lakhs,

subject to approval of members in the ensuing AGM
7 The above is an extract of the Audited Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchange Under Regulation 33 of the SEBI

(Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,2015. The detailed Financial Results are available on the Stock
Exchange Website www.bseindia.com and on Company's website www.sacheta.com

(Rs. in Crores)

Rein Games unveils Magic T23
Ahmedabad, India's first

hack-proof real  money
gaming start-up for
professional gamers, Rein
Games, today unveiled Magic
T23, India's first innovative,
real money card game. A
new genre of card game, it
involves tactical decision
making& quick thinking and
is ideal for even a family to
play together. Magic T23 is
also India's most transparent
gamewith features
likereplay, fairplay, instant
withdrawal & fastest KYC.
Another positive of this new
game is its' short & sweet -
a round can be finished in 45
seconds and a whole game
in 5 minutes, unlike many
others which take longer.
Magic T23 comes packed
with Rein Gamesunique
promise of 'uninterrupted'
gaming where one can
reconnect and resume play
smoothly by logging through
another device if network
fluctuates or due to incoming
calls (as most play on their
mobile phones), without
having to lose their platform

fee. Every player's money
that goes into the system is
tracked to curb any
fraudulent activity.T23 means
Two, 2 & 3 (2+2+3), a game
where a player gets 7 cards
and limited time to make
decis ions.Each player
arranges their 7 cards in
groupsof ????(2)????(2)
??????(3). Visit https://
mrm.page.link/v145 to know
more. Commenting on the
new Magic T23 card
game,Nishtha Gupta, Co-
founder& Chief Product
Off icer,  Rein
Games,said,"Games which
promote single winner,could
drive excessive playing
behaviour. Sometimes
players go to higher stakes
to recover losses. In Magic
T23, at the end of each
game, there are multiple
winners with decreasing
percentage of the prize pool,
which discourages addiction
and brings less emotions into
play. In all our card games,
we don't allow players with
less experience to play on
high stake tables.  (19-0)

Gujarat Science City will be organizing
a Summer Science Outreach Camp

Ahmedabad, Working
under the aegis ofDept. of
Science and Technology, Govt.
of Gujarat, Gujarat Science
City is committed to
popularizing science among
the general public. Science
City organizes various
programs to develop scientific
temperament in young minds
and promote finding solutions
for a better l ife and
sustainable living with the help
of science and technology.
Gujarat Science City has
organized a Summer
ScienceOutreach Camp 2022
from 5thMay to 5th June 2022.
Duringthe summer holidays,
students are encouraged to
explore science beyond the
classroom walls in a manner
that is full of entertainment

and knowledge. Science City's
Summer Outreach Camp
includes interactive sessions,
science workshops, hands-on
activities, and much more.
Hands-on workshops are
conducted on a myriad of
topics including Robotics
Champion Module, Plant
Tissue Culture, Photography-
Videography, Electronics
Circuit Design, Science
Journalism,Internet of Things
(IoT),Technology on Home
Automation, Wasteto Best,
Telescope Making,
Demonstration on Chemistry,
Life Cycle of Butterfly,
Computer Game making (Code
and Design games with
Scratch), Learning of
Mathematics, Explore the
Botany, Fun with Physics,etc. –

DAVP/20109/12/0001/2223

Two tribal men lynched in Madhya
Pradesh on suspicion of killing cow

Bhopal,  The complainant
Brajesh Batti, who was injured
in the incident, said the mob
was hitting Sampat Batti, a
resident of Sagar, and Simaria
resident Dhansa with sticks
when he arrived at the spot,
and he, too, was assaulted.
Two tribal men died after they
were allegedly assaulted by a
group of 15-20 people over
suspicion of cow slaughter in
Madhya Pradesh's Seoni
district, police said on
Tuesday. Another person was
injured in the incident, they
said. The complainant in the
case and the opposition
Congress in the BJP-ruled
state have alleged the
attackers belong to the
Bajrang Dal. Some 20 people
have been booked in
connection with the incident,
which took place at Simaria
under Kurai police station
limits between 2:30am and
3am on Monday, including six
on charges of murder, an
official said.

After the incident, a group
led by Congress legislator
Arjun Singh Kakodia started a
protest on the Jabalpur-

Nagpur highway. The Seoni
Superintendent of Police and
other officials visited the
protest site.  "Two tribal men
have died. It was alleged a
group of 15-20 people went
to the victims' house, accused
them of killing a cow and
assaulted them. The two men
died while being taken to
hospital and another sustained
minor injuries. A postmortem
is yet to be conducted,"
additional superintendent of
police SK Maravi told PTI. "A
case of murder has been
registered at the Kuarai police
station and police teams are
searching for the accused.
Some of the accused are
named (in the complaint) and
others are unidentified. We
have taken 2-3 suspects into
custody. Some 12 kilograms of
meat has been found in the
victims' house," Maravi said.
The complainant Brajesh Batti,
who was injured in the
incident, said the mob was
hitting Sampat Batti, a
resident of Sagar, and Simaria
resident Dhansa with sticks
when he arrived at the spot,
and he, too, was assaulted.

After a day’s dip, Covid-19
cases rise again in Noida

Noida, Tuesday recorded
the highest cases since
infections started rising in early
April. Daily cases crossed the
100-mark on April 19 and
remained in that range on a
daily basis, with the exception
of a couple of days. On
Monday, the district reported
66 fresh cases, which was the
lowest since daily cases
crossed 100.  After about 40%
dip in fresh Covid-19 cases in
a single day on Monday,
Gautam Budh Nagar district
recorded 170 new cases again
on Tuesday. Tuesday recorded
the highest cases since
infections started rising in early
April. Daily cases crossed the
100-mark on April 19 and
remained in that range on a
daily basis, with the exception
of a couple of days. On
Monday, the district reported
66 fresh cases, which was the
lowest since daily cases
crossed 100. Officials from the
district health department said
that the data for the past two
days is an anomaly due to
bunching. “There was a
sudden fall in the number of
cases on Monday as the district
recorded only 66 cases but on
Tuesday, as many as 170 fresh
cases were registered. Both
are unusual. We checked the
reports and saw that the cases
were from the past two-three
days. The average daily cases
remain around 100-125. It is
likely that some laboratories
did not upload all the reports
on the portal on Monday and
they were bunched together in
Tuesday’s data,” said Dr Sunil
Sharma, chief medical officer,
Gautam Budh Nagar district. Dr

Sharma added that the total
daily cases have remained
stagnant at around 100-125 for
over 20 days now. Additionally,
very few have been hospitalised
and the recovery rate is also
on the rise.


